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RESTATEMENT OF CONTRACTS (2D) (SELECTED SECTIONS) 
 
§  30 Form of Acceptance Invited  
  (1)  An offer may invite or require acceptance to be made by an affirmative answer in words, or by performing 
or refraining from performing a specified act, or may empower the offeree to make a selection of terms in his 
acceptance.  
 (2)  Unless otherwise indicated by the language or the circumstances, an offer invites acceptance in any manner 
and by any medium reasonable in the circumstances.  
 
§  42 Revocation by Communication From Offeror Received by Offeree  
  An offeree's power of acceptance is terminated when the offeree receives from the offeror a manifestation of an 
intention not to enter into the proposed contract.  
 
§  66 Acceptance Must Be Properly Dispatched  
  An acceptance sent by mail or otherwise from a distance is not operative when dispatched, unless it is properly 
addressed and such other precautions taken as are ordinarily observed to insure safe transmission of similar 
messages.  
 
§  110 Classes of Contracts Covered  
  (1)  The following classes of contracts are subject to a statute, commonly called the Statute of Frauds, 
forbidding enforcement unless there is a written memorandum or an applicable exception:  
  (a)  a contract of an executor or administrator to answer for a duty of his decedent (the executor 
administrator provision);  
  (b)  a contract to answer for the duty of another (the suretyship provision);  
  (c)  a contract made upon consideration of marriage (the marriage provision);  
  (d)  a contract for the sale of an interest in land (the land contract provision);  
  (e)  a contract that is not to be performed within one year from the making thereof (the one-year provision).  
 (2)  The following classes of contracts, which were traditionally subject to the Statute of Frauds, are now 
governed by Statute of Frauds provisions of the Uniform Commercial Code:  
  (a)  a contract for the sale of goods for the price of $ 500 or more (Uniform Commercial Code §  2-201);  
  (b)  a contract for the sale of securities (Uniform Commercial Code §  8-319);  
  (c)  a contract for the sale of personal property not otherwise covered, to the extent of enforcement by way 
of action or defense beyond $ 5,000 in amount or value of remedy (Uniform Commercial Code §  1-206).  
 (3)  In addition the Uniform Commercial Code requires a writing signed by the debtor for an agreement which 
creates or provides for a security interest in personal property or fixtures not in the possession of the secured party.  
 (4)  Statutes in most states provide that no acknowledgment or promise is sufficient evidence of a new or 
continuing contract to take a case out of the operation of a statute of limitations unless made in some writing signed 
by the party to be charged, but that the statute does not alter the effect of any payment of principal or interest.  
 (5)  In many states other classes of contracts are subject to a requirement of a writing.  
 
§  153 When Mistake of One Party Makes a Contract Voidable  
  Where a mistake of one party at the time a contract was made as to a basic assumption on which he made the 
contract has a material effect on the agreed exchange of performances that is adverse to him, the contract is 
voidable by him if he does not bear the risk of the mistake under the rule stated in §  154, and  
 (a)  the effect of the mistake is such that enforcement of the contract would be unconscionable, or  
 (b)  the other party had reason to know of the mistake or his fault caused the mistake.  
 
§  211 Standardized Agreements  
  (1)  Except as stated in Subsection (3), where a party to an agreement signs or otherwise manifests assent to a 
writing and has reason to believe that like writings are regularly used to embody terms of agreements of the same 
type, he adopts the writing as an integrated agreement with respect to the terms included in the writing.  
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 (2)  Such a writing is interpreted wherever reasonable as treating alike all those similarly situated, without 
regard to their knowledge or understanding of the standard terms of the writing.  
 (3)  Where the other party has reason to believe that the party manifesting such assent would not do so if he 
knew that the writing contained a particular term, the term is not part of the agreement.  
 


